Clarity for complex change

IT Modernisation:

Getting it right
Implementing a new core IT Platform to support your business transformation is a complex,
often one-off event. It is vital to get it right to enable your business.
If you do not have all the elements in place to deliver success, you may face challenges and gaps in your programme management,
support and expertise. Execution and implementation of a new IT Platform requires the right leadership, expertise and use of best
practice methodology and tool-sets to ensure your programme is delivered on time, with minimal business disruption and within budget.
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Tried and Tested
Xceed Group has supported core IT platform
separation and replacement for a number of
Financial Service companies, with a combined
total of:

Over 35 million customers
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Over 60 million accounts

Over 4,300 branches

This process has many complex parts and the execution and implementation must be
carefully planned and managed in order to achieve the end goal.

Execution and implementation of a
plan to achieve this requires:
Leadership and specialist
expertise

Getting it right results in:
Increased delivery
confidence and certainty

Detailed and
dedicated planning

A successfully
delivered programme

Delivered business
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Improved customer
experience

Tooling and best practice
methodology

UK: +44 (0) 20 7480 0030

Any questions?
To discuss a short, best practice
programme review, contact us.

CONTACT US at
info@xceedgroup.com

US: +1-646-329-7940
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